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Left: Selena Auguste with Mike Mominey after receiving her award. Right: Mominey presents Louise Crocco.with her

award at the ·banquet. Photos courtesy Gerlinde Photography

Selena Auguste Receives ·Flo-Hyman
Award at ."Play Fa·ir'' Ba·nq.uet

Knights Take
Down
Y~llowjackets
Page 14

Distinguished Service award also awarded to .
.keynote speaker Louise Crocco
By Jamie Beucke
Business Manager
knightad@nova.edu
On January 4, 2004, the Nova South- Southeastern University women's resource · a new gym, which only the male athletes .were
eastern University WQmen's Resourceinsti:- ·-·institute, then all honored guests broke for allowed to use. She fought for the use of the
tute brought together women athletes for the lunch.
' ·
gym by females, paving the way for many
National Girls and Women in Sports Day for
After lunch, Dr. Holliday introduced more expenditures to lead the fight for
the "Play Fair" l>anquet.
the keynote speaker Louise Crocco, who was . women's rights.
Women athletes, along with yarious also·the recipient of the 2004 Pioneer Award.
In the next part of the evening, Mike
other guests and supporters, were br~ught Crocco is the Athletic Director and head vol~ Mominey introduced the nominees of the Flo
together to celebrate the advancement of leyball coach at Cardinal Gibbons High Hyman Award. Lyndsey Metts, Stephanie
women in sports. The evening began with an School. Her long list of achievements include Zevallos, Selena Auguste, Amanda Brown,
introduction by Mike Mominey, Athletic Di
a National Softball Champi0nship in 1970, and Janette Rodriguez were the nominees
rector and Head Baseball Coach. Mominey seventeen state championships, a national high from their respective teams. The winner of
m'troduced the Master of Ceremonies, Asso- school coach of the year award, a name in the Flo Hyman award was Selena Augusta, a
ciate Dean Dr. Gay Holliday, who - after a the Florida High School Coaches Hall of member of the women's basketball team and .
brief introduction - announced Jenny Fame, and a National Federation Interscho- a psychology major at NSU. The day was a
Rembe from the women's rowing team, who lastic Coaches Associations Distinguished _great recognition of feni.a}e athletes and ail
sang "God Bless America." This opened the Service ~~ard. -Ct<>C,C,0 has been a plon.ee1m ' ' exciting day for ill of their supporters.
floor for a great afternoon. Ms. Suellen the womin's\1i:hletic movement. Crocco be·
,
·
F~delmann briefly spoke regarding the Nova gan the movement.when her high.schp ol built
0
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Editor's Note

F ebrue1r}'._ 18. 2004

THE KNIGHT

Dear NSU Community,
I attended the arinual Take Back the Night event last night on February
11 •h. The event unifies people to speak out against violence, sexu;:;,i assault,
domestic violence, etc. Emotions ran high, and tears fell low as. victims and
supporters gave testimonials t~ the violence they had experienced in_the past.
Very few men were there. One male-speaker~ss~rted; "Th.ts is not a
just a woman's problem. It affects all of us in one way; shape, or form."
T he intensity was dense and sharp-chemistry you feel at a funeral.
But it was mixed with the ferociousness you feel in the crowd of a championship
sporting event. We simultaneously mourned the damage done to the victims
and held back vicious emotions toward the perpetrators. It was a powerful mix
of human emotion, condensed and potent, focused on stopping the growth
. and acceptance of violence. One by-one, the speakers came up to express their
stories, which compounded and layered, forming an overwhelming cloud of
despair, sadness, and hopelessness over the audience.
I am rare in that I have never been abused. I am like a unicorn-the
type of entity you wish to exist but never see in reality. Almost all of my close
girlfrier:ids have been abused or sexually assaulted in some fashion. Rape is the
most common among them. Statistics say that 1 in 4 women are assaulted. I
believe that is an optimi~tic statistic. From my perspective of the world, I am
lucky to not have been raped, beaten, molested, or verbally abused.
I'm not sure if I have an assertion to make or a solution.to propose. I
am not even sure I have a conclusion. But I do know that violence, hate,
bigotry, and racism runs rampant on this campus and across the nation. The
silence must be broken, and voices must be raised. ,
A detailed article covering Take Back the Night will be published in the
March 1" edition of The Knight,
'
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P.S. I appreciate the many compliments I have received about my editorials.
Thank y9u for reading!
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FLORIDA

•NSU
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Next time you renew the tags on your car, why not show your school spirit
with an NSU license plate? The NSU plate has been in the works for a few .
months now, and has finally been approved and sent out to licensing facilities.
They are available for $7 in adpition to the normal renewal fee.

cP.

Member of the
Associated Collegiate Press

The Knig/:Jtserves Nova Southeastern Umversityfr-om its l!Qcation in the Parker Build"

ing. J"'ke Knight is N8:U i- established vehit:fe for the transmission ofstudent reporting, opini'<m and arts. All community members are invi'ted to contribute anything
they desire to l'he Kniglit.
Editerials, commentaries and advers#ements in this publication reflect the opinions
of the authors and do not necessarily express the views of the Urtiversity or its offi•
cials, The Knighl staff, or other advertisers. The Knight will not publish unsigned
letter-s except under special circumstances at the etlitor :S discretion.
The Knight reserves the right to edU.
~
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The students-of the NSUSGA will be holding th_e State of the
University Address on Tuesday, Feburary 17th at 12 p.m. under the tent
behind ·the Sherman Library.
. As SGA President, I am extremely dedicated to representing students' interests to the University.
As a way ~o remain connected to the students and to keep in touch ·
with students' 'needs, I will discuss the issues currently being worked on
by student government. In addition, the SGA will be providing an "open
mic;' where anyone can speak directly to their SGA represen!atives. This .
will provide an excellent opportunity for students to. beco!Ile acquainted .
with their SGA representatives, while at the same time allowing students
to voice their concerns directly to student government. - · · '
·
. In addition to holding regular op~ri mic s~ssions, a -new col_u mn
called "The-President's Corner" will ,be published regularly in The Knight
between students and the governing body that represents them. In this
column I will be discussing current issues that are before the SGA and
give progress. reports .on a regular basis.
Students will also be able to write letters to the SGA President
and have their concerns addr.essed via the paper. In closing, student government is here for you and will do '\y~ate_ve;r it tf\~1~'.~ m ~~pr~s~13t] p,ur~I
interests. Please feel free to contact me .via email if you have any ques-~
tions cohcerns or comments at oleary@nova.edu.
"
Best of luck with all your endeavors!

~

p.tn. - l! p.m.

~ 22 -

By Dennis O'Leary
NSUSGA President
oleary@nova.edu

p,m. R0tne
Wo,uen/r .G 4{ Lml,·M};c Clinsic

J,qjfba/1111 lic!i¢rd .

,. ttp.m.
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NSU community Pi·cnic
Slated for Ma·rch 20
ByrPedrQ D. Sam
NS.USGA PRD

.

What do you get when
you can expect tons of free food, hun- .
you put students, fun, food, and
dreds of games, and an unbeliev.able _
. unity together? A Community Pi.c~ . amolint of entertainment. Games ins
nic! .
eluded at this event are rock climbing,
- On March 20, 2004, Nova
kid's corner, Hollywood Squares, human
Southeastern University will hold · foosball, and much more! There will be
its first major community picnic for
over 20 different clubs and organizations
the entire school. The "Community
in attendance, with many outside · busiPicnic" will take place by the Gold . nesses co-sponsoring. The event is sponCircle Lake on March 20th (Satursored by the Office of Student Activities
day) from 11 :OOam- 6:00pm. The
and Leadership Development, Office ~f
purpose of this event is to promote
Human Resources, and the undergraduNSU spirit and provide a sense of
ate Student Government Association. If
community on campus. All stuyou woul<;i like more informatjon, or if
dents, faculty, staff, friends, and
you would like to participate in this event,
. families are encouraged to attend . please email the Residential Senator at
this one-of-a-kind event. Itis an enMannm31@AOL.COM. Hope to see you
tire day of fun; ju,st h~ve energy,
there!
and bring a blanket! At this. event,
4

---- ---- -
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New International
Headquarters for-Distance Educati,on
.
--

.

Consortium To Be at Nova South·e astern Universi·t y
By Elizabeth Ninomiya
Public .A.flairs Specialist
. Nova Souiheastern. Universzry
(954) 262-5309 office
liznino@nova.edu
Nova Southeastern University has been
chosen as the site for the new international headquarters of the Inter-American Distance
Education Consortium (CREAD).
CREAD, which is relocatin_g from
Pennsylvania State University, will now have
its offices at NSU's Fischler Graduate School
·of Education and Human Services.
"Nova Southeastern- University is
pleased that CREAD has chosen NSU as its
new home," said Ray Ferrero, Jr., president
_of Nova Southeastern University. "The missions of NSU and CREAD are aligned - ensuring students across the globe have access
to quality distance education."
NSU is well known for innovation and
quality in both traditional and distance education, offering degree programs in 22 states,
in addition to Florida, and 10 foreign countries. The i::tniversity serves large numbers of
adult students, plus a growing population of

traditional undergraduates, and is the 10th
largest private, not-for"profit university in the
U.S. To date, the institution has produced approximately 74,000 ahirrrni." .
.
"It is fitting for other institutions to
have.the opportunity to host the Consortium,
and NSU offers us a wonderful setting for
growth," said Patricia Avila, ,president of
CREAD. Since CREAD's establishment as an
independent organizati_o n in 1994, institutional collaborations have become its keystone. It was created in 1990 by three important international agencies: the Canadian In-·
ternational Development Agency (CIDA), the
Inter-American Organization for Higher Education (IOHE), and the Organization of
American States (OAS).
H. Wells Singleton, Ph.D., Education
Provost and University Dean said, "NSU's
Fischler Graduate School of Education and
Human Services fully shares CREAD's mis-

sion to develop Inter-American-distance edu:
cation through inter-institutional cooperation,
resource sharing, and partnerships. The close
alliance with CREAD complements our commitment to developing international programs."
CREAD is a member-driven and nongovernmental, not-for-profit organization,and
has a membership of 125 institutional, as well
as more than 200 individual members. In its
relatively short history, CREAD has participated in important projects with organizations
such as the Inter-American Development
Bank, the Organization of American States, .
the World Bank, and the Pan American Health
Organization. It operates in four official European languages used across the A~ericas
(English, Spanish, Portuguese, and French)
and has organized, with the assistance of its
members, conferences and training activities

in practically all the American countries, as
well as in Spain.
Armando Villarroel, Ph.D., CREAD
executive director, indicated that CREAD will
keep growing and deepening its relationships
from its new home at NSU. ''We will all continue pursuing our mission and we,will be in
a strategic location close to Latin America,
where many of our members are located,"
stated Villarroel.
"This strengthened and renewed partnership with NSU enhances the commitment
CREAD has to develop and support its mem- .
bership and provide them with the most current and innovative resources in distance edu
cation and professional development,"·added
Villarroel. "It is CREAD's goal to cooperatively ·share products, processes a,nd learning
resources, to develop woi;_kshops, and to plan
conferences by tapping the quality dis.tance
education capabilities and expertise of NSU."
0

I.

Engaging you in the service of humanity
It's the unique comhination of modem
expertJS(:;), traditJonal knowledge, and a ·

hands-on family-oriented approach that
makes heing a plty!>icia.n assistant so
rewn:rding. At Barry Universi~y, w0 prepare
ym1 for a future as a physician assistant
by providing ~;ou with the didactic ,ind

B

UNIVERSITY

prnctical iustructfon to excel. In fact, 9i%
of om graduates have passed tht: Physician·
.Assistant NatfonaI Certifying l~xamination.
You en,ga,~e in diilical rotations that help _
you develop diagnostics skills find clinical
reasoning. And you also spend pa rt of your

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, .FL 33161-6695
305-~99<~_1 3<:lr or 800-756-6000; €XL 3130
mwemer@man.oariy.edu
·

www.barry.edu/pa

training working in ·unde.rservpd and
disadvantaged comnmnities with an
e1nphasis on prinrnry care. So you
graduatc·prep:u-ed to heconic an <:thical ,
earin;g, competent physici1m assbmint.

where_you belong
I
~

~

.
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Above: Hula dancers entertain the crowd. Below: The Fun Slide was one of
the many fun rides and activities at the festival~ Photos by Kareem Shaker

13th Annual Love Jen Family Festival
By Karem Shaker
Contributing Writer
On February 7, 2004, the 13,h an- their time for the Love Jen Family Festival.
nual Love Jen Family Festival took place on Volunteers from the University school all the
the back lawn of Goodwin dorms, providing way up to faculty members and graduate stu- ·
attendees with food, rides, and entertainment. dents 'Came to show their support and have a
Love Jen was organized years ago in honor good time givin"g back to the community.
of a cancer patient named Jen, and has been Undergraduate organizations, including Phi
successful in garnering attention and raising Sigma Sigma and Beta Theta Pi, as well as
money for over a decade.
several athletic teams, manned the soda
The 13th annual Love Jen was the booths and other facilities. "We look forward
biggest and best one yet. There were two to this event every year, not only because it is
stages for performances, which tanged from a chance to give back to the community, but
hula dancing to visits from popular costumed also because we have a lot of fun doing it,"
characters, such as Nemo and the Muppet said one of the volunteers. "We can't wait for
Babies. Children had a number of activities next year."
from which to choose, ranging from face
All in all, the event was a huge sucpainting to bobbing for apples. There w~re cess, and not even the gloomy skies that
also plenty of rides and attractions, including reigned overhead for several hours could put
a fun slide, rock climbing, and tea cups. The off this event or deter its attendees. If you.
local volunteer animal society brought a pan- missed the 13th annual Love Jen, don't worry; .
ther and a petting zoo. All proceeds benefited the 14th annual Love Jen will be here before
the Love Jen Foundation, a cancer. fund-rais- you know it. So sign up your organization to
ing organization.
volunteer, or just bring your family and help
· Every year, members of every . show your support for the Love Jen Found~branch of the NSU family come to volunteer tion next year.

tot\£ lt4 f o\\

$699 : $499
lf:pr.q t ptam,~
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3 Krispy Chicken Tenders)

~;/;,~,AIM,

~

GRILL

I
G RILL

Gala.ti

(Choice of salads include
Chicken Caesar, Grilled Chicken Club

(Choice of platters include: Grilled Chicken
Bn,as, Gyros. IOWings, Fish & Chips.
1

or Krispy Chicken Club)
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Election Watch 2004

Nu-mber of De.m ocratic Candidates Dwindle·
as Primary RaceMoves Towards Florida
By Alisha VanHoose
Layout Manager _ _
va/isha@nsu. nova. edu
Out of the mind-boggling number of Democratic candidates we started
with this yeai:, only three real contenders
remain in the running.
Senator John Kerry has led the
race since the beginning, winning Iowa
and New Hampshire early on before taking first place in another five states in the
February 3rd primary. With the highest
campaign budget of the remaining four
candidates, Kerry has had the luxury to
get his name out there op a greater level
than some of the others and many ~eleive
that he's the only real candidate left.
Despite Kerry's continuing to
lead· the polls, Senator J'Qhn Edwards is
holding ori to an 0ptimistic second place.
He finished a strong first place in South
Carolina and a close second in Oklahoma
last week, and is confident that his cam-

paign will continue to pick up steam with
the next few poll dates.
Senator Howard Dean was running last at press time, a disappointing
position for him considering how strong
his campaign looked coming into the primaries: However, he has failed to Wl1l a
single caucus and has consistently placed
third and fourth in the primaries. - If he
is . unable to win the Wisconsin primary
on February 17th, he has said he will be
dropping out of the race.
-Most of the candidates have ·
similar views on key issues, including intentions to modify our presence in Iraq,
-the perennial pmmises to reform education. and healthcare, and plans which include increased government funding for
college students.
The Florida primary will be held on March 9th.

Election year lingo
Caueus - A V<>tlllg ]!>toce'ss completetl in steJ?s. whete ik,st an itwi/ortµal vote is
t~n t6 c<ieutf!l} who wil!l vo:te; to determine del~at.es, then a seeond vote is utkea to
actuallry" tletermine the; deie~es tmat wil!l vote on candidates in a oational con:«ention,
This tal{es, a lot of time and is omy p11aot±ce:d by 14 state..s.

Primary - A process mone llkie a geoeral election, io wililich registe11ed Demo~
crats vote oy: ballot on which delegates tO' s.encl to the national convention. This meth.oei
of cteter~g canclittates was fl&st use-d in tlite state of :Fllorida in 1904 and becfill\le
the pnelierred method afiter 1()69.

For m~>re information:
www.vote-smart.org
www.cnn:com/ELECTION / 2004 /
www.democrats.org/whitehouse
www.foxnews.com/youdecide2004/
www.pbs.org/newshour/vote2004/primaries

Have an issue you'd like to see the candidates' views on
in this column? Email nsunews@nsu.nova~edu

Senator l::loward Dean - VT .

Senator John Kerry - MA
Kerry on the issues Education: Looking to make school more affordable, increase availability of preschool
Civil Rights: Plans to persecute hate crimes, preserve Affirmative Action and dose gender gap
Security: Wants to increas~ defense staff, create
volunteer corps
Environment: Aims to reduce dependance on
foreign oil, wants more i:onservation laws
Healthcare: ,Wants to restore medicate, make ·
insurance and pre-scriptions more affordable
Website: ht;tp:/ /www.johnkerry.com

_J)ean on the. issues~
---

·

Education: Plans for "College Commitment"
program beginning in 8th grade
Civil Rights: Supports Affirmative Action, equal
rights for same.,sex couples
Security: Plans to combat terrorism
Environment: Supports environmental protection·
but doesn't specify how
Healthcare: Plans for more affordable healthcare,
adding all children and ad~ts up to 2J to state .
managed programs
Website: http://www.deanforamerica.com

Senator. John .Edwards .:.. SC
· Edwards on the issuesEducation: Proposes more after school programs
and free year of college to· students working 10
hours per week_
Civil Rights: Supports Affirmative Action
Security: Plans to deal firmly with North Korea, turn .
over civilian authority in Iraq to UN. .
Environment: Supports higher environmental
standards, increased battling of global warming
Healthcare: Proposes a plan to cover every child
and more adults, bring <l,own _costs
Website: http:/ /www.johnedwards2004.c;m
""

. . . . ~ . .,,:· .. ...... ., ' t ~ .~ . ....·
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Are American~ Ge~ing Too Little Sun To Prevent Chronic Disease?
For at least a decade, doctors have
warned sunbathers that 'there is no such thing
as a healthy tan'. Now, Dr Neil Walker, chairman of the UK Skin Cancer Prevention
Working Party, an umbrella group of more
than a dozen professional organizations, says
the warning is counter-productive.
'The phrase 'no such thing as a healthy
tan' is one way of getting the message across
· that sun damage can lead to the development
of potentially fatal skin cancers. I think we
need to look at this again. 'I think telling
people to avoid the sun entirely are draco-

nian and unnecessary. My view has been that
we have got to try to look at things practically. But the zealots rule at the moment.'
He added: 'There may be an argument
that there is no such thing as a safe tan but it
is not an ;irgument that works. We have to
find a way of putting the message across about
what is the most damaging behavior, which is
why I tell my patients not to bake or burn.'
Professor George Davey Smith and
colleagues at the University of Bristol (UK)
said in a paper in the British M<,:dicalJournal
in 1999: 'For many people the small absolute

increase in risk of melanoma
could easily be outweighed by the
effect of reduced sunlight on
mood.'
Vitamin· D is an emerging
area of. medical research, says
Sullivan. Medical scientists have ·
yet to understand the whole story
about vitamin D and the body.
"We've known for a long time that
vitamin D has a role in getting
calcium into bones. Researchers

Southeast Florida Career Consonium
.of Private Universities

are now finding evidence that vitamin D could play other
roles in health such as cam:er prevention and controlling blood pressui:e. There are vitamin D receptors in
lots of tissues in .t he body that aren't related to bone;"
she explains. Lack of the critical nutrient could lead to
health risks later in life, especially for osteoporosis. .
To generate vitamin D, Sullivan and other nutritionists recommend getting five to ten minutes of sun ~
exposure between roughly 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. daily in
the ~ummer. Sunscreen lotions should be used after the
first five or ten minutes. Vitamin D fortified foods such
as milk, some varieties of orange juice, yogurt, marga- .
rine and cereals are helpful. Fatty fish such as salmon
also provide a vitamin D boost. Eating three .servings
per day of dairy products fortified with vitamin D will
provide both the vitamin D and calcium to build strong
bones. "People who practice sun avoidance, who never
go out in the s.un without covering up completely, run a
real risk of insufficient vitamin D levels," Sullivan adds.
Although vitamin D is best known for its role in,
.building bones, it may also have effects on the immune
system, senior author Dr. Kenneth G. Saag, from the
University of Alabama at Birmingham, reported in the
journal with his colleagues. The December issue of the
journal Mayo Clinic Proceedings reports there is new
evidence that small amounts of unprotected sun exposure could be good for you. "Earlier studies have linked
vitamin D deficiency with an increased risk for several
cancers. Now .~omes word that it may also be a major
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• P~rf-htne jobs
C:

~hursday,February19,2004
2:00 - 7.: 00 p.m.
Signature Grand, 6900 State Road 84
N·ova Southeastern University
.,
Career Services
954~262-7201
,
_
· Please visit our website to view a list of attending
organizations:
www .nova.edu/. career

Nova Southeastern
University.
Int'!. Badge Day
Celebration,
2004
On Monday · March S'", 2004. All NPC
women . collegi ans, f aculty. and !dafl are
invitedto rake part in 1VSlf;,, lnt ·1 Badge Day
nJzich is being sponsored
the
of]ice o( Greek Li.f r as ,i•e [! a s Sh1de!it
Activities. The event will be raking
outside of Pad er between the hours o( JJam2Jnn, f ~or n:ori·! i~/hrrnatiort .nlcas~e contact
Gina Marc/1ando
92 ur
mgina@nova.edu.

~

-Greek Life News . .-.
•

Contact Career Service at (9.5 4) 262-720'1 for more ·
information o~ Expo workshops to help prepare.
•
Bring copies of your re~ume.
•
• .
• d
Bus1ness attire requtr~ .

•

First 100 students through the door will get a free gift!
I-595 to University, East on State Road 84i 3/4 mile on the right

•

(~~on&fratulath.)ns tr/l)ove

lv.forse. Theta De!m Chi on
wim,ing a rwfwnal Order
o/Omcga Scholarship !
( .'ongratulalions w Phi
Sigma Sigmafbr reaching

ch::iriter quota!
Congratulations to al! !!CH'
members thar ha,'ejoined :
a Greek Organization
Greek /tVi:-ek & Greek
Form.al are scheduled}w
Atarcl1. }.,fore inf ormatio11
to be announced!
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T'he Stude.n t
Employee Revolt

9

Stetson Kennedy,
Speaks·at NSU

'

By Christie Bailey

Copy Editor
cb:ailry@nsu.nova.edu

By .Me.Kaa.dda West

'fllllfexamif/)nfMl.lf411
BeiiJi a stQaent ~QJtre.is.a ~
•
.
..I
' ,
'
uouo;relltJ;mateu pestttoo.
_,._

'

,1,.,..
.
. ....ii ,:'
'
- JR my "'"fartme.nt are 5 ,..;.:.;ty o. eemimt-

1~m a wvJtk,.,s,tlildy at a i1lota~ '6)?4l1\tttii!le:at at N,o.v,a 8outhe,astern
Uaw¢,f'$i.,t;fs }ll}11t;jwi~ Adtnints,- oa

ting ~ .
I've worked at .two 0tlaet estfablsk,.

ments at Nill, ;utd everywhere seei.m tti>
shru:e the saine pro~lem. k 1s a$ plain as
wlhit-e k!teacl; -s®11d:et1t employees .are mis~ ~e b ~ e f i!he he&iumt!s
O&J\let), wllere (1)t\e would 1iha is the last u;ealred e:nd <>&en tJ;dt giW'ff tlle respeot.
pia£e rnis0elw.w~r o£ higher tattkeo em~ th-ey oeset:VD. es;pedaliy wh·en we some~
ployees wo;1,1kl oecut. ~. along with my· times. werk th.e ho,tclest, doing the tasfis
fellow stadent empl@yees, m.1 a part of that no one else is wiffin.g to <lo. We have
the h:anaest working empioy~s :in {Jut never hreen apatt <lf .a m.eetingwltere OU$
d:epMtment. As our SU:p"ervis:0rs .aind wotk ethit: ~ .cot'.$'.t'lefiaed.
So y~ :make tine d&cistom
is
other .ilili~tiirne entployees ffike their 2-3
hour ~ b ~ , ~
,shou:fd0my1ast really eontnioutJUlg.to fut.the~ tbe 'work
a:n :hour, we '"w@tk studies," as we are of Neva. So\ltlheastem Uai:wrsity.?
lit is noae. 01iner than wo*""studies
oiten t&$1l1¢e.; ~ ~ y ~ te
aacl
·
~
Qtlie,r imaeresthna;tcd employa¢c-0~fi:sn the· Jlruln:f t:l1Sks and p>rQjeets
ees.
we are daily~
I am not saying that 0111:ter full..,tinae
M~f of the. &1"4:ime einf>:loye~
and
htg)Hranked.
employee:s do not eonin my ~anmt!Rt, incl~-my s ~
~ute
h
~
tl\),
N$U and to €:Otnpletvi~ and supen.oi;s, slack off e<:>n&tanti;r.
wh.1$tb:er it be constant gPSSiping, a;-0es-, iag_ thcir assignments, hut 1!he most un,.
s1ve ~up-~ , or snnply. just not be- dexvalu.ed em.J>loy•s ~ student cmifl'g p,cesent. But ~ this all $aid and pleyees, are the fflle:; who are constantly
doae, we student etnp10yees are steadrly tte:111g }>iclt!ed ©n and. lblMlted for s:iily~
1>,-0.tie t-0 inne-oessarylllCe~ c09- m-W tbi• . We aie U416erpara, mis,ceming 0us c:PnGUct an.Id W-0}:t«. e-thic and treated. and fed: up. Soon, someone of
how we need t© improve. fie s:am:e his'Ja rank willlt fi1.We t-o s11e·p ttp aoo
th:in3S we Me. a<:eused Qt ¢\oing are tike &traigh.ten out this si•tuatron before NS'U
sam.e 1!hin~ that the W~ttme ~ioyoos lqses its ~-eatest ass.e t 0f empioy.ees: tbe
tme student employees.

w•

On January 31" 2004, Stetson
Kennedy, a writer, folklorist, crusader for .
human rights, and ah American hero, spoke
at Nova Southeastern in the Alvin Sherman
Library, Research, and Information Technology Center. His presentation was called Emancipation Defemd: The umg Century, and it was
one Qf the many events hosted by the library
during its month-long exhibit, "Forever Free:
Abraham LincohfsJoumey to Emancipation.'~
Kennedy's lecture focused. on the
domestic terrorism that reigned in America
following the Emancipation, and the contim,iing struggle to secure civil rights. Said
Kennedy, "I must say, 'I can't resist the temptation to begin my remarks by saying that this
Stetson Kennedy
title, 'Forever Free' - there just ain't no such of a grandfather relating stories long past, but
· animal. The history of the human race con- . the tales Kennedy told - full of brutality and
sists of little else but the struggle to be free, hate - were immediately chilling and frightand then the struggle to retain that freedom eningly real. His soft tone was often loaded
- prevent its being taken away." These in- . with thinly hidden scorn. "So that was Emansightful words set the theme and tone of his · cipation for ya," he commented with dry s:arpresentation.
· casm after a particularly ~cious story of the
• _. .S:Bqrn., in ,Jacks~mville, Elocida, 1.in : KKK's cruelty.
1916~Kennedywasa piorieerfolklore collec-·
Kennedy spoke quietly and with a dry
tor, and has been a life-long crusader for hu- humor that bespoke long familiarity with the
man rights. · In the late 1940's, l].e infiltrated .· ·· dark issues he addressed. He did not need a
the Ku Klux Klan and exposed it in his 1954 booming-voice to communicate his powerful
book, I Rode with the·Ku Klux Klan (later reis- message. He asserted that today, the stories
su~d under the title The Klan Unmasked.) Re- he told may seem like ancient history to us of
marking on this experience, Kennedy joked, a younger generation, but "thest; things still
"Some people say I've got more on the Klan have meaning to us today." ''The Emancipathan it has on itself."
·
tion is by no means complete, or by no means
Kennedy explored the concept of · secure. In my opinion, it's very far from be"domestic terrorism," which was epitomized ing a closed book or ancient history. Modern .
by the KKK. He delved into the history of civil rights is in just as much danger of bel:he struggle for human rights that followed coming dead letters as [those in the past],"
the Emancipation. His tqne was reminiscent professed Kennedy.
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When Elections Get Down to the Nitty-gritty, Candidates Get Down and Dirty
>

By Dr. Gary Gershman
Division of Humanities

•

•

•

,.

Put out the doormats.- it's mudslinging season again.
.
As the demo¢ratic field thins out, the
2004 Presidential election looks like a contest between John Kerry and President Bush.
Nine months away and we :are aboq,t to em-.
bark on a journey filled with distortions of
the truth, generous helpings of vitriol and who
knows what in our attempts to discern which
man is better to sit in the oval office, and the
battle has already begun.
The first round of mudslinging has
emerged as the Democrats. challenge President Bush's military record. According to stories, thei;-e,is no proof that Bush ever fulfilled
his duty while serving in the National Guard
- was he AWOL as National Democratic
Chairman Terry Mc:Cauliffe charged? A good

question, and !1 great <'!xample of how issues that he showed,up for duty an~. fulfilled hi§ ,
,. Kerry is a decorated Vietnam veteran
get twisted and turn.ea in a political campaign, .. military commitment In addition, at no time who subsequently protested the w:ar in which
so that it is tough to see what is going on be- did he acknowledge he went into the guard he fought. In fact it is this protest, old piecause of a1J the mudslinging.
·
to avoid Vietnam. Rather, he suggested that . tures of him and Jane Fonda, a controversial
Why .was President Bush in the Na- . no one ~J;iould irripugn the ability ofthe Na- .. icon.fnher own right, that is helping to lower
tion;u Guard? 'Through ithe political connec- tional Guard, for they :are proud men and this argument into the mud. Those in the
tions of his family, he was able to a;void mili- women, serving their country in Iraq. But Bush camp suggest Kerry is being two-faced. ,
tary service that would send him to Vietnam. Iraq is not Vietnam, and guardsmen, for the They have unearthed an interview he gave in
There is no question that going into the guard most part, did not fight in Vietnam.
1970 at Barv:ard in which he made statements
in the sixties and early 70's was a vehicle to
On t_he other hand; John Kerry, a directly contradicting reeent comments made
avoid fighting in Southeast Asia. The prob- · Democrat who fought in Vietnam, is defend- on the campaign trail.
lem is that this is not an acceptable position ing hi.s military service and attacking the Presifor a Republican President to assume.
·dent for not being a member of the armed
The President has tried to deflect criti- forces and ;tvo,iding his duties.
cism two ways. Caught 'off guard by Tirri
So what is important about President
Russert on "Meet the.. Press," Bush readily Bush's record?
agreed to open his military records to show
What is important about John Kerry's
he was there. He argued the proof is ·there military record?
'
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On Saturday, February 7, Civil War re-enactors set up camp qn the lawn in froht of the Alvin Sherman Library. It
was a great opportunity to immerse oneself in the world of the Civil War. There was live folk m~sic, 1<Jh century snacks,
and a plethora of artifacts and reproductions from the Civil War era. The re~enacfors .f:!elonged to several re-enactment
groups, which included the Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War, the 711 Connecticut Infantry Regiment, and the New
Haven Aid Society. To the bottom left, re-eractors pose in an .imitation of a famous photograph of Lincoln (played here by
Michael Shires) visiting soldiers in Antietam. To its right is the original photograph. Above left: The belongings of a
typical 1<Jli century homemaker, including a metal tub and washboard, a quilt, a wooden ironing board, and irons that had
to be heated on the stove. Above center: A Civil ~ar soldier kneeling next to his possessions on the green. He is holding
a "mutket," a soldier's multi-use drinking and eating vessel, used for everything from cooking stew to drinking coffee.
. Above right: Live folk music and the sound of bugles filled the morning air. Here~ a soldier demonstrates and describes
music from the Civil War :era. \--Left: A soldier gears up. in""',"'·.flis uniform :for, a day
on the fi,eld;
.Photos
by. Christie
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Far left: Delta Pfti 'Epsilon sorority girls Vanessa Mezquia
- - .., ,...--------,, and Shanna Beat:1/ieu take a break from promoting
February 13'1''s Sei+e the Grass event to cuddle Murphy
the puppy._ Murphy made s~vera1 appearances at the PR
Event, usually a few steps ahead of his owner, Patrick
Murphy. Left: Perry Dave and Bret 'Efgersma pausing in
their quest to start up a new fraternity, Kappa Sigma, on
c;ampus. They plan to make this a social fraternity,
supporting athletics and being a "good opportunity for
people who want to get involved in Greek life" but who
don't live on campus. Below: Marilyn Col/wood, Julie
Alarwood, Dacie Duncan and Dayliset Oliva represent Phi
Alpha Delta, NSU's Pre-Law fraternity. The fraternity helps
members prepare for law school, conducts mock trials,
and coordinates social events.

Below: PASA President Chrissy/ Shaw and members Roth Ve/ho/le, Della Cox and Shomari Campbell promoting
cultural education with their organization. The group hosts an Apollo-style talent show every year, as well as a
number of Black History Month events, throughout the month of February. Bottom right: OASIS Tteasurer Robby ·
Mobayaed, Vice President Diana Rakid and President Amanie Haddad, with their faithful mascot Habib, promoting
their club, which teaches non-Arabs that there's more to the Arab world than just war. "So far we 've been very
successful and everyone's been v~ry supportive of us, so it's been great," said Rakid. Bottom left: Melissa
Ruidiaz and Ashley Richie man the b'ooth for Best Buddies. Best Buddies is a group that befriends individuals with
special disabilities and plans weekend events with those individuals. Photos by Alisha VanHoose

·-
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It is the start' of the NSU Winter .
Semester, one semester away from those fun
days in the sun. It is also that time for organizations at NSU to hold e-board elections and
to recruit new members. But how does one
do this when there are no public relations op• portuflities? The NSU Student Government
Association decided to create ·an event that
would satisfy this need and would be the first
'club fair ever to be held at NSU during the
second half of the school year.
On February 4, 2004, the clubs and
organizations of Nova Southeastern University began to set up their tables at around 10:30
a.m. in front of Parker. Soon, the place was
packed with all sorts·of organizations. Present
. were the Greeks like Ddta Phi Epsilon, Phi

i.

Sigma Sigma, and the Law fraternity Phi Alpha Delta. Cultural groups,like Oasis and the
Caribbean Student Asso·ciation were also
·
~ •ot:en b e t t ~ w e n t
there, as well' as•veteran organizations like the ~fna~
as
plani:it?'d:
"It is not jdst about our students
Pan-Afric:i,n Student Asso<::iation and the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. Academic signing upf~r organizations, fo;it is also about
organizations like the Psychology Club and getting evel'yop.e,,S;Uf}'the;~ ,~1:t6' 'f9r,~ ng a
new comerj like the Su:rf Club also provided sense of community,''. said ·Terry Weech, :Pivariety for all. While everyone enjoyed deli- ;1::ctor of Student Activities and Leadership
cious subs and warm pizza, Red Bull Inc. . Development. 1'he NSU Student· Governmade yet another appearance on campus. ment Associatioh would like to thank all parfor theiisinvolvew~"t:and dedication
Their powerful, energizing drinks were some- ticipants
.:1.- ' .
.., .•
''l f.if· . .f
.
to
_
m~/.this
cariJPus::tb~~ i,iit tt;.~an l,e. Fithing everyone needed in order to keep up
with the amount.of people interested in sign- nally, N~USG.A would alsr:t lik~ to tnank Red
Bull Inc:o.fortheir com:ih' ·
ing up for these clubs.
·
dent,lifelc.
_,_ ._
"';,
'J
The event went on with Radio X
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-D ivision of Hmnanities
Special Progratn Anrtouncetnent.
The Division of Humanities and the History Major Are Pleased To Announce •
-·

~

.

.

·-·

-~

A ·Visiting Distinguished Speaker in the Humanities
'

.

I'.

..':"

,\

; f."

•

-

-..

"

· Brian Dirck
*Ph. D·. :in.History from the University of.Kansas
*Associate Professor of History at Anderson Ul).iversity
*Author of the new bo.ok Waging War on Trial
.

.

Who will speak on th~ topic

The Iraqi War on Trial: .Placing the War in Iraq in its
Constitutional .and Historical Context
6:00 pm
Thursday, Februa,fY ·26, 2003

Conference Room 3018
Alvin Sherman Library, Research, and Information Technol~gy Ce~t~r
Campus ofNova Southeastern University
(For additional information, contact: Prof Charles Zelden, 954-262-821~)

•
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Farquhar CAS .Student Nomill·a ted for Tf'Uman
Scholarship -·_ By Jennifer K. Reem
Division of Humanities
Amanda Brown, a junior and English
major at the Farquhar College of Arts & Sci- .
ences, has been named as NSU's Trumaf!Above: ·Phi Sig members auctioning off their pajamas to benefit the National
Scholarship nominee for 2004.
Kidney Foundation. Below: The whole Phi Sigma Sigma roster, 50 women ,
The Harry S: Truman Foundation
strong.
awards the Truman Scholarship to only 7580 college juniors across th~ country each year.
The prestigious award, acco.mpanied by a
$26,000 scnolarship, mostly for graduate
school, commemorates the late president's
commitment-to education and public service.
Successful candidates ~ust possess remarkable intellect, have dedicated substantial time
· and effort to public/ community service, and
plan to work in public or community service
By Natalia Maldonado
~ their careers folio~ graduate school. The
Public &lations Chair winners will attend a leacl~rship workshop this
summer in Independence, Missouri - the
nathalia@nova.edu
Amanda Brown
home of the late President Truman - and may
, _ ., ~
~
Nova Southeastern University has _ Nova for three ye_ars. The sorority's PJs are serve a summer internship within an organi• . --, •• ~ ; ; ~ ,. -.t::">., , .s J. ...,, "' l . r, ii
...... ' ~ '
'
:zatt~n,:-~e~evAf't
.1:0
y11MJ-~r,;:engo¥
.
ffi
,?Jl!
•.
,
~
t
!
, never seen anything like this: a sot6rity 50 , ~ oniexhibitiorvin fr&bt'oP P~ker for:poteiitiaf
self. The lengthy application forces applicants
women strong! This great accomplis~ent bjdders to bid on their favorite pajama. The nation's capita! next year.
i\:manda
is~
an
extremely
bright
and
.•
to answer very difficult questions regarding
has attracted attention in our campus com- highest biqder at the end of the week wins a
dedicated
young
woman.
She
serves
as
the
their background, dedication and motivation.,
munity and at the National level from Phi Sig's date with the beautiful Phi Sig who owns it!_
Editor-in-Chief
of
NSU's
student
newspaper,
and
plans for the future. In addition, all apcentral office. With outstanding Fall and In- . This event is held in order to raise funds for
Th~
Knight,
and
is
the
#l
golfer
oh
the
women's
plicants
must draft a thor~ugh policy proposal
formal Recruitment headed by the sorority's one of our national philanthropies, The Nagolf
team.
She
also
serves
as
the
president
of
for
governmental
anq./ or organizational acMembership Recruitment Chair Crystal tional Kidney Foundation. The National KidSASA
(Social
Action,
Social
Awareness),
tion,
which
details
a problem and proposes
Carrio, this semester is bound to bring won- ney Foundation is very dear to our hearts
which
finds
her
involved
in
mat}y
projects
that
an
effective
solution.
derful outcomes from all our social, philan- because kidney diseases were the leading cause
Amand~ plans to pursue a Master's dethropy, and other events to be held on our of death for women in 1913, the year Phi promote noble causes such as peace demonstrations
and
the
drive
for
equality
for
women
gree
in
Education and a Ph.D. in Comparacampus and surrow{ding community.
Sigma Sigma was founded in Hunter College, ·
around
the
world.
As
if
that
was
not
enough,
rive
Studies,
emphasizing politics, philosophy,
The PJ Auction has been a tradition for New Yoi:k, New York.
she
has
also
recently
been
elected
to
the
ediand
the
struggle
for human rights. She hopes
Phi Signia Sigma's Theta Xi chapter here at
torial board of NSU's new literary magazine, · to develop literacy programs to teach English
Digressions. Amanda has received such honors · to non-native speakers of the language so that
· as being named All~Atperican Scholar Ath- ·: they can succeed in the U.S., ·and also hopes
lete by the National Golf Coaches Associa- to promote education for girls and women
tion, being named All-American Athlete hf worldwid~. On February 24th, the Truman
the National Intercollegiate· Association of scholarship finalists will be announced. If
Athletics, and being awarded both the Florida Amanda is named a finalist for the scholarMerit Scholarship and an NSU Athletic Schol- · · -ship, she will then travel to Atlanta to be inarship.
.terviewed by panels qf expert judges on her
Simply completing the challenging ap- accomplishments, goals, knowledge of th~ .
. plication process is an accomplishment,in it- · world, ~d comrnitm~nt ~b service. ·

Ph!i Sig1m a Sigma: ~reat
.Accomplishments, Great
Sorority

THE KNIGHT
is accfll}tlng gubmiS6ions from every part of the NSU

community

GeT PAID $30 PeR ARTICLE/
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SUN
continued from page 7

,.:._

caus·e of unexplained muscle and bone pain,"
WebMD.com wrote in its coverage of this study.
Humans tend to get most of their vitamin
D from exposure to sunlight, so those who avoid
the sun completely or who always wear sunscreen
to protect thetnsel~es agajp.st skiq cancers are at
risk for vitamin D deficiencies, says Michael Bolick,
MD., director of the Vitamin D Research Lab at
Boston University Medical Center and considered
by many to be the nation's leading authority on vitamin D. "I think the current message that all unprotected sun exposure is bad for you is too extreme,'' Bolick told WebMD. "The original message wa_s that people should limit their sun exposure, not that they should avoid the sun entirely. I
do believe that some unprotected exposure to the
sun is important for health."
Bolick claim~ there is now a strong .epidemiological case linking vitamin D deficiency with
a host of cancers including those of the prostate,
colon, and breast; and he says vitamin D may also
help protect against heart disease, autoimmune diseases, and even type 1 diabetes.
Although it is possible tb get vitamin D
through foods or supplements, researchers say it is
not easy. A glass of fortified milk or fortified orange juice has about 100 international units (HJ)
of vitamin D and a multivitamin typically has 400
IU Bolick believes most people need about 1000
- IU of vitamin D each day. The recommended dietary allowance (RDA) for vitamin D varies with
age, sex, and various medical conditions but in general is 200- 600 IU per day - a recommended level
that many believe should now be increased.
The amount of sun exposure needed to get
the proper dose of vitamin D depends on a person's
skin type, where they live, and time of day and seas.on that the exposure occurs. Holick says it is difficult for people living in northern climates to get
the vitamin D they need from the sun in the winter, but in the summer a light-skinned person at
the beach should get all the vitamin D they need in
about five minutes.
"The trick is ~etting-just enough sun to sat-isfy your body's vitamin D requirement, without
damaging the skin," he says. "It ·is difficult to believe that this kind of limited exposure significantly
increases a person's risk pf skin cancer."

MUD
continued from page 9
The great irony here is that only a decade or
so ago, Bill Clinton, a democrat, was challengecl as
being weak on national defen~e, a.draft dodger, one
who did not understand the American military, etc.
The Republicans used to have the edge on Democrats whenever it came to national security and
military issues. It was the Democrats who failed to
secure American interests overseas - it was the
Republicans who were tough on communism, who
oversaw the fall of the wall and the end of the Cold
War. ~
But what does all of that have to do with
either candidate's ability to serve as Commanderin-Chief? Does Bush's possiple misconduct as a
member of the National Guard rriean anything now,
over halfway through his first term as President?
Do Kerry's statements at Harv_a rd and appearance
~th Jane Fonda over thirty years ago mean anything, especially in light of the subsequent service
in government and prior service in Vietnam? As
with most indulgences in mudslinging the truth is
obfuscated and the meaning of images is obs~ured.
As one reads through the daily attacks by
candidates on each other, remember two things:
who is saying it and the point they are trymg to
make. Often times political campaigns are filled
with subterfuge, trying to make a point through
innuendo when they cannot make it logically. Watch
carefully, there is more to follbw. The-gam~ is on.
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NSU . Wom:en's Basketb·all Te·a:m Defeats
Montana-,Billings With a Score of 59-53
Four Lady Knights were in double figures lead by
Jessie Pate and Kiara .Wallace with 14 points
By .Alicia Winslett
winslett@nova.edu

.

The Nova Southeastern University ren,iaining to seal the 6-point lead win for the
women's basketball team (7-13) competed Knights.
Yellowjackets center, Robyn Milne
against Montana-Billings (10-11) on January
4th 2004 . . The women conquered over the led all scorers and rebounders with 22 points
Yellowjackets to a score of 59-53 as they and 16 rebounds. Montana-Billings posted a
played at home at the BCC George Mayer 38-24 advantage in points, but NSU had a 24- ·
15 edge in points off of turnovers.
Stadium.
"Jessie Pate again had an outstandThe girls took an early lead with a
17-5 run to open up their largestlead of the . ing performance, both offensively arid defennight at 11 points. Throughout the half, the sively. She scored 14 points, pulled down 12
rebounds, and had .a game high of 4 blocked
Knights held a 7-point lead.
"Our girls came out and took an shots. Kiara Wallace also had a great game at
early lead and went into half time up by 8 both ends of the court. She and Marvelous
points. Despite the flu bug hitting several of came up with some great steals which we conour players, they came out and played good, verted into easy layups to help keep the mos9lid, smart basketball for 40 minutes. We mentum in the Lady Knights' favor. Mechelle
rook care of the basketball, did a great job of Jones chipped in 10 points with a perfect 7-7
rebounding and shutting down their guard from the free throw line, and also did a good
job of controlling the ball. On the night, the
play'' said Coach Rule.
The Knights started off alittle shaky Lady Knights converted 25-30 free throws for
in the second half, as Montana-Billings took an outstanding 83%," stated·Coach Rule.
''We had four players score double
over with a 43-42 lead with 10 minutes remaining. However; the Yellowjackets only figures tonight, and it was a great time win!
held onto the lead for a short while, as NSU Jessie and Kiara each had 14 points, Marveltook over again with 4:51 remaining. Jessie ous Washington had 11 points, a game high 4
Pate scored 2 free throws with 39 seconds assists and 3 steals, and Mechelle Jones had
10 points on the night," she said.

m

Women's ,Basketball Downs
University of Tampa 76-63
By Eddie Kenny,
NSU Sports Info Coordinator
The Nova Southeastern University
women's basketball team (8-13) downed the
University of Tampa (8-14) by a score of 7663 on Saturday evening at BCC's George .
Mayer Gymnasium. The win was the Knights
sixth in the last eight games.
NSU senior center Jessie Pate
(Kissimmee, FL) scored a game-high 29
points and pulled down 10 rebounds fot her
12th double-double of the season, while senior Marvelous Washington (West Palm
Beach, FL) netted 13 points and also dished
out six assists. Knights guards Kiara Wallace
(Sr., T!lmpa, FL) and Mechelle Jones (Fr.,
Viera, FL) scored 11 points apiece and also
tallied four assists in the win.
NSU took control of the game early
on, as they built a 15-point lead in the first ·
half and eventually went to th;locker room

leading 42-30. Pate scored 14 first half points
on 5~for-7 shooting to help the Knights to
the comfortable advantage.
The Knights continued to · apply the
pressure after the break, as they opened the
second half with a 9-2 run to open their biggest lead of the night at 19-points. Tampa
used an 8-2 run of their own to close within
13-points with just over 10-minutes remaining, but the Knights .ended any comeback
hopes by matching the Spartans shot for shot
down the stretch before reaching the final
margin of 76-63.
Shawtavia Mathis led Tampa in defeat
with 25 points, while Jamie Skinner had a
double-double with 12 points and 10 rebounds. Spartans cente,r Yushanda Morse
pulled do~n a game-high 11 rebounds for the
visitors.

Jessie Pate and Selena Auguste vie for the ball with mem6ers of the opposite
team. Photo by Alicia Winslett
4
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Baseball team members Harlan Malamud,
Geron Sands I Sean McFaddenI Joe
.
Norrito, Alex Fro/off, Michael Pellerito, .Donnie Weston, Matt Warren, Chris
Reynolds, Jon Gianquitti, Mark Montalvo, Jeffrey Rodriguez, Chris
Softball team members Shannon Lynch, Mary Kate Lavery, Diana Goolsby, Janette Callahan, K~ith Williams, Matt Smylie, Lou Leo, Steve Smith, Derek
Rodriguez, Nicole Rodriguez, Krystal Lamb, Angela Martinez, Leah Shoats,
· Lopez, Ben1amin Heal, Corey Doster, Kyle Ruwe, Carl Schuster, Adam
Jennifer Garcia, Lindsay Hoffman, Jessica Reader, Danielle Garcia, Katie Veltri,
Harlow, Kyle Bone, Ross Cummings and Lance Jacobs. Photo courtesy Gary
Kathryn Jones and Jamie Beucke. Photo courtesy Gary Curerri, NSU Athletics
Curerri, NSU Athletics.

.Softball Splits First Day ·Baseball Wins Season
of Osprey International Opener vs Montevallo
Knights Defeat Florida Gulf Coast 1- 8- 7 in 12 Innings
0 in Season Opener Before Falling
5-2 to USC-Aiken ·~
By Eddie Kenny
Sports Itifo ..Coordinator

Knights Defeat Montevallo as Sean
McFadden Goes 4-for-4 to lead 15-Hit.
NSU Attack
By Bob Prior
Asst. AD Sports Information

/

The Nova Southeastern University fourth inniflg, as sophomore Angie Martinez
The Nova Southeastern University when 1B Brian Thompson slugged a two-out
softball team (1-1) split a pair of games on (Miami, FL) led the inning off with a single. . baseball team (1-0) fashioned a thrilling 8-7 solo homer over the center field wall.
the afternoon of Friday, February 6, 2004, as Martinez later scored the lone run of the game triumph over the University of_ Montevallo
' NSU went ahead by two runs in the
they opened .t heir 2004 season at the Osprey on a wild pitch.
top
of the .11th when Sands doubled to the
(0-1) in their season-op~ner on the evening
Invitational hosted by the University of ·
In the second game of the afternoon, of Febru1ry 6, 2004 at the University of gap in left-center field to scor~ CF Alex
Frolo(f and Pellerito.
North Florida.
the Knights again took a 1-0 lead against USC- North Florida Classic.
With the game seemingly in hand for
The Knights used a· strong pitching ef- Aiken with one run in the second inning.
A two-out RBI single by 3B Mike
fort by starter Jen Garcia (Sr., Miami, FL) to However, the Pacers scored five runs in the Pellerito broke a 7-7 deadlock and plated NSU, ·the scrappy Montevallo nine came up
win their first gaII\e of the afte~noon 1-0 ove4: fifth inning to take control of the game with pinch runner Chris Reynolds with what would with two more runs to cie the game at 7-7 in
Florida Gulf Coast University (0-3). NSU a 5-1 lead. NSU did get another run in the prove to be the game-winner in the top of ' the bottom ?f the 11th inning. •
Falcons CF Jeff Branch and 2B Blake
. the 12th inning. Ace RHP Kyle Ruwe picked
· then fell 5-2 to USC-Aiken (1-1) in the sec- top of the sixth inning, but could not rally.
Lewis
each singled to extend the game to the
ond half of Friday's doubleheader.
Krystal Lamb (Sr., West Palm Beach, up his first win of the season as he worked
12th
inning.
NSU rallied for the game-winthe
final
1
2/3
innings
in
relief,
to
seal
the
Garcia pitched a complete-game five- FL) w~nt 2-for-3 agazjst USC-Aiken with one
ning
run
as
Knights
C Steve Smith drew a
victory.
hit shutout to earn her first win of the season RBI on a single and a double, wbile Danielle
leadoff walk in the top of the 12th and moved
The
Knights
got
on
the
board
first
in
(1-0) against FGCU, as she made a successful Garcia (So., Pembroke Pines, FL) also not~hed
into scoring position on a sacrifice bunt by
return to the mound following an ankle in- her first RBI of the season. Freshman pitcher the top of the 4th iq.ning as DH Mat;t: Warren
doubled home SS Geron Sands and 2B Sean 1B Adam Harlow.'
jury that,sidelined her for most of the 2003 Shannon Lynch (Marietta, GA) picked up the
Reynolds pinch ran for Smith and came
McFadden.
season. The Knights got on the board in the · loss in her Knights debut.
·
across
with the decisive· run on a single to right
Montevallo answered in the bottom of
the 4th when RF ·Brian Wilkinson belted a field by Pellerito. McFadden was 4-for-4 with
two-run home run to left field off NSU starter a run and RBI, Warren 3-for-6 with 3 RBI,
Pellerit:o 2-for-4 with a run and RBI, Froloff
Ross Cummings.
Montevallo took a 3-2 lead in the bot- collected 2 hits, and Sands had one hit, 3 RBI,
tom of the 5th when LF Trent McMillan 2 runs and a stolen base.
· NSU received a quality start from
singled home Falcons C Jake Wells. NSU responded with a two-run 8th inning on RBI Cummings, who went six solid innings, scatsingles by Sands and McFadden for a 4-3 ad- tered six hits, fanned four, and allowed three
_vantage. Montevallo rallied, however, for a earned runs. Freshman RHP Harlan Malamud
This person will be in charge of distributing t"'e paper across
single run in the bottom of the 8th inning to worked three strong innings of relief before
campus a,nd to toad businesses
tic!
the score 4-4, and the game went into ex- Ruwe came in to preserve the win and record
Applicants mu~ be @li,g1ibl~ for.work study
·
tra innings, as neither team could get on the the final five.Falcon outs.
Up 2S
week a1vclitable
The Loss went to Montevallo pitcher
board in the 9th inning.
Warren put NSU ahead 5-4 with an RBI Josh Alford, who gave up the game-winning
·
·
single in the 10'1, but Montevallo responded run in the 12th.
with the equalizer in the bottom of the 10th
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is looking for a responsble person to be the new
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Men's and women's golf team members Anne-Sophie Braengard Friis, Amanda
Brown, Ellen Chavkin, Lindsey Chlebus, Marlee Forsthoffer, Sophie Friis, Brittany
Imperial, Rashmeen Nirmal, Rebecca Pomichter, Emily Sisson, Alicia
Winslett, Stephen Conrad, Michael Davenport, Josh Green, ·Brian Macho, Julien
Noel, Daniel Rice and Michael Wangsness . . Photo courtesy Gary Curerri, NSU
Athletics

Women's Golf Team Third After·First Round
of Tusculum/Ki~wah Island Intercollegiate
Rebecca Pomichter and Emily Sisson Tied for Fifth
After First Day of Action in South Carolina

This year's women's tennis team: Michelle Alvarez, Sabrina Booi, Victoria
Drescher, Haydee Pabon, Jamie Wirth and Stephanie Zevallos.- Photo courtesy
Gary Curerri, NSU Athletics
',

Women's Ten~is Opens
·Spring Season with~ .
·Loss -at Lynn University
.

By Eddie Kenny,
NSU Sports Info Coordinator

By Eddie Kenny
NSU Sports Info Coordinator ·

'\,)\\ .1, \\t'-:'t .l,) '

The #14 ranked Nova Southeastern . NY) and Emily Sisson (Sr., St. Charles, IA)
·university women's golf team is in third place led the way for the Knights during the first
at the Tusculum/Kiawah Island Intercolle- round, as ·each carded an 82 to place themgiate as of February 7, 2004, following a first selves in a tie for fifth in the individual com-·
round score of 337.
petition. NSU's Sophie Friis (Fr., Vejle, DenThe Knights find themselves just one mark) is currently 11th with a first round score
stroke behind second place and #15 ranked of 85, while Amanda Brown CJ r., Tampa, FL)
Central Arkansas (336), while #24 ranked and Alicia Winslett (Fr., Greenville,-SC) round
West Florida shot a 318 to hold the Day One out the Knights scores with a pair of 88's.
lead.
West Florida's Vicky Jackson is the
NSU's Rebecca Pornichter (Sr., Poland, tournament's overnight leader with a 2-overpar 74.

Qn February 7, 2004, the Nova Southeastern University women's tennis team (0-1)
opened its 2004 spring schedule with a 9-0
loss to Lynn University at the McCusker
Sports Complex in Boca Raton, FL on Saturday.
NSU's Michelle Alvarez (Jr., Camarillo,
CA) and Haydee Pabon (Sr., Caracas, Venezuela) started off the afternoon in doubles
action, falling 8-0 to Lynn's Dragan Ilic and
Andrea Kostricova. The Knights No. 2
doubles pair of Stephanie Zevallos (Fr., Sunri~e, FL) and Victoria Drescher (Fr., Vienna,
.

/'•~ ,... r-._

Austria) also fell by a score of 8-0, while the
third doubles match of the afternoon was won
by Lynn by virtue of a forfeit.
In th~ singles matches, NSU's Alvarez
fell to Ilic 6-2, 6-1, while Lynn's Marie Barbier
prevailed over Zevallos 6-0, 6-0 in _the No. 2
match. With matching scores at the No. 3 and ·
No. 4, Pabon and Drescher fell to Dina
Bajarmovic and Kostricova 6-0, 6-1. NSU's
Sabrina Booi (Jr., Amsterdam, Holland) suffered a 6-1, 6-0 loss to Lynn's Monce Palacios.
By default, Lynn's Bucke Yavus notched a win
at the No. 6 to round out the singles action.

.

Women's· Basketball Team Falls to Florida Tech in Overtime
'Three Knights Score in Double Figures, Jessie and Marvelous score 19 apiece
By Alicia Winslett
winslett@nova.edu
On January 31" 2004 the Nova
Southeastern University women's basketball
team (6-13) tumbled to Florida Tech (11-9)
in overtime, 71-61. The women played at the Clemente Center in Melbourne, FL.
This game for the Knights was a
very close one, having 11 lead changes and
11 ties. The only reason the teams went into
overtime was because of clutch shots from <
Wallace and Washington at end of the game. .
Coach Rule gave his thoughts on the
game: "The game up at FIT was a battle from

start to finish. It was a two-point game at
"The first two and a half minutes
half time and the entire second half was back of overtime NSU and FIT exchanged basand forth. Kiara Wallace hit a key three point kets before FIT hit back to back shots to take
shot towards the end of the .game to tie the a four point lead. With time winding _down,
game before fowing out of the c~ntest. We we had to foul FIT to stop the clock and they
had an opportunity to take the last shot to hit every free throw. But, it was an exciting
win the game, but came up short. So we ended game and both teams played well," explained
in regulation tied. With Selena.Auguste and Coach Rule.
Kiara Wallace both fouled out of the contest
In the .overtime, Florida Tech
before the overtime period, Jessie Pate and outscored the Knights 17-7 to take a 10 point
Marvelous Washington had to carry the load lead for the victory and a complete season
in pie overtime period."
, series sweep.,

Sarah Awe, led all scorers with 22
points. Center Danise Fequire also recorded
a dc:mble-double with 15 points and a gamehigh 10 rebounds.
NSU seniors Jessie Pate (Kissimmee,
FL) and Marvelous Washington (West Palm
Beach, FL) each scored 19 points to lead the
Knights in the game. Kiara Wallace (Tampa,
FL) also scored 18 points. Pate also grabbed
eight rebounds, that leaves her just 39 boards
shy of 1,000 for her career.
4-
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Men's.BilsketbaU Team Loses to Eckerd Col'lege
Kluis Wimbush's game-high 20 points not enough to finish off Tritons
By Alicia Winslett
winslett@nova.edu
On January 27th 2004, the Nova
Soutl)eastern University men's basketball team
(J-12) lost to Eckerd College (12- 7) by a score
of 81-75. The men played at the BCC's .
George Mayer Gymnasium right after the
women's .team played.
Calvin Jenkins (Germantown, MD)
scored the first basket for the Knights after
the tip off. At the beginning of the game,
Eckerd played a man-to-man, while NSU
played a 2-3 defense, Eckerd also pressed
Zach Kirchgassner (Sr., Lawrencebw;g, IN)
and kept the lane closed in the beginning.
With 13:11 to go in the first half, NSU was
up 15-_6. Kluis Wimbush, (f~ L~uder_dale, FL)
scored a basket under the goal, then pulled
up a 3 from a turnover from Eckerd. The
Knights didn't keep the lane closed, letting
Eckerd score off points in the paint. The
way the Tritons came back in the first half
. was by scoring off their own reb<:>un~s, along ,.·
. with pressing most of ,~: h~f. _T~-~.~?h.ts .
! · stretched their lead to as many as 12 pomts m
the first half However, Eckerd c.ame back to
cut their deficit 46-41 at the break with an 83 run to close it of£

Once again, the Knights opened up
with a promising 9 point lead, but that was
slowly taketi away by the Tritons during the
second half. · With 8:53 left in the half, the
Knights were up 65-59. However, Eckerd .
ended up taking the lead with a dunk with
5:40 remaining. NSU was unable to come
back as Eckerd closed out the victory, going
S-foL8 from the free throw line. Wimbush
tried to give the Knights a chance, trying to
score ~o 3 pointers in the final seconds of
the game, but was unable to come thro~h.
The game ended 81-75 in favor of Eckerd. · · The Tritons outshot NSU 23-for-50
(46.0%) to 26-for-61 (42.6%). The rebounding on both sides were even, 37 for each team.. ·
The_difference was in the bench for the Trii:ons; they outscored NSU 41-8.
NSU had four players score in
double figures. Kluis Wimbush had a gamehigh 20 points. Junior Garth Campbell
(Miramar; FL) ~;;o scored 18 points, Sophomore, Marco Meier (Nuremburg, Germany),
and Zak scored 13 and •11 points, respectively,
along with a caeet'high 11 assists for Zak.
... t ·,

-

r · ·w4 Marco Meier
guards the ball
as he searches
for an opening.
Photo by Alicia
...J Winslett

Knights and Tritons alike reaching for the ball as it"threatens to make it in.
Photo by Alicia Winslett

_
Men's:Basketball _Falls tQ -University:of Tampa·
By Eddie Kenny
NSU Sports Info Coordinator
kedmond@nsu.nova.edu
Garth Campbell's 23-Point, Nine Rebound Effort Not Enough to Help Knights
Past Spartans
The Nova Southeastern University
men's basketball team (7-14) fell to the University of Tampa (13-9) by a score of 74~63
on Saturday afternoon at BCC's George
Mayer Gymnasium. Junior ·forward Garth
Campbell (Miramar, FL) led the Knights with
. 23 points and nine rebounds. NSU's Calvin

Jenkins (So., Germantown, MD), Kluis .
Wimbush Qr., Ft. Lauderdale, FL), Marco
Meier (So., Nuremberg, Germany) and Jeff
Ardizon (So., Miami, FL) each scored nine
poµits in defeat for the Knights.
The first half was a close affair, as the
two teams exchanged the l~ad a total of five
times. Tampa h_d d an eight-point advantage
with 9:09 remaining, but a 14-0 run by the
Knights opened up a six-point lead for the

Tampa guard Mark Borders led all scorhome team with 3:23 left in the half. The
ers with 33 points on the afternoon, while
Knights led 29-27 at the half.
Tampa used a 12-3 run to open up forward James Mereus also netted 20 points
their largest lead of the game at 11-points with_ for the visiting Spartans.
Matt Klimkoski rounded out a trio of
7:18 left in regulation. However, NSU rallied
down the str~tch, as they used a 10-2 run_to Tampa players in double figures, as he posted
close within three points at 66-63 with SO- · a double-double with 10 points and 10 reseconds remaining. But the v.isitors closed the bounds,
game with an 8-0 run to end the Knights
comeback hopes.
~
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Need an extra $36,000.00
a year?
Vending route for sale. 50
high traffic locations.
Cost: $5000 .
1-800-568-1392 or
._www.vendingthatworks.com

Looking for extra cash?
Student with experience in
web design is needed to
put together a simple web
site. Please contact Barbara (954) 382-2806.

·'

Babysitter· wanted every
other weekend ,for three
year old boy. :. Nice family
living in Davie. *Good Salary* · Please call Barbara
954 382-2806.

Looking for 'experienced,
competitive tennis player
for~the Spring 2004 Season.
Please contact
Michael Coleman at
michcole@nova.edu or can
· 954-262-8247
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Looking for .
off-campus housing?
The NSU Off-Campus Housing Service
has the information you need
to make yoursearch fun and easy . .

The 2004 Career Expo i~ February _
19th, from 2pm - 7pm at
the Signature Grand in Davie. For more information on ·
how to att;end please call th~ Office of Ca'reer Services at
(954) 262-7201 or career@!~ova.edu. ,. -.
-

, Access our website at www.och101 .com/nova/
. where you can find listings of local area
' ~ l ' ·' , _ apa_rtinentsr homes.8:nd] QQrn~.f9{ ~~Q!•
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Are you puzzled.over fin,ditJg a roommate?
Let the NSU Off-Ca1DpUS H~using Service .
help you g~etco~rected! ,'

At H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research lnsthute everv dav mak~s a difference in the

lives of the [X'Ople we serve... ,md the talented people wh~ se,:ve them. Each day our staff

meets extraordinary challenges head on as they work toward the shared goal of a cure for
cancer. Join us as:

,. .

Administr-aliv~ :Residenf' \

,...

!,'

_

.,•

.,, . :

.
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~kx:t<.id candidat.e will have an excellent
opportunity to gain h;m ds-on experiene<1 in project p lanning, cost ,malysls, management
For ,ttli$ Jull-tim(1 onf\-year res idency, the

decision making and project imp lementatio n. The resident wi ll work under the mentorship
of a member of the Executive Milnagement Team. Candidates must. hold a Milste r's degree
in Pub lic Health, Healthcare Administration or Business Adm inistration from an accrt..>clited

program.
for detailed informa tion on this position, please visit

· www.MoffittCancerCenter.org
H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute
<A1'<1rgie Herrera, Human Resour<.'.1:.-s Recruitment S~cialist

12902 Magnolia Drive, Tampa, FL 33612
Human Resources, Mod-4
fax: 313-975-7827

E-mail: rnsumes@moffiU,usf;edu
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Are you an NSU student, faculty or staff looking for a roommate?
We can help! The Off-Campus Housing websitewww.och101.com/nova/
has a FREE Roommate Listing Service where you can
access a listing of students looking for potential roommates.
· You can also create and post your own listing.

H t.EE

MOFFITT

Caucer Ce11lct' & R-.,h fmtitu«o
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MCC r, ,m EO/!\AE &· ,1 drug liee workpliict'

Minority candidates are strongly encouraged to apply.

Call us today or access the website for more information.
Off-Campus Housing Service
Bob Hosea
954-262-7052
hosea@nova.edu
~
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On January 23rd, Anthony
DeSantis,-Assistant Director of
Housittg, made this speech just
before the wall of hate was torn
down:

This wall is a physical representation of our oppression of others
throughout human hi-story. It .rymbolizes the barrier that prevents us as
individuals, races, gender,, a!ld culturesfrom connecting ourselves to one
another. By reading these terrible acts
of hate on this wall u1e can now understand that it is these actions and
words together that create the barrier
that prevents us from loving one another.
This Writing on the Wall
Prrject is a shared university experience oftakingpersonal action to con.front acts of oppression in our society. Constructing this wall and bringing it down today reminds us of the
need to actpersonal!J and experience
the power to create positive changefor
thefuture. By working together todt91
we can begin to remove the barriers
of hate through awareness, collaboration and, most important!J, action.
The barriers our society faces
canno1 be OtJercome l:(y a,ry one individual organization, or social program alone. Instead, we need to work
together and love one another to bring
about lasting change in human relations.
Hate is an urgent issue that
affects each and every one of us. As
members of a society that prides itse!f on liberty, .freedom andjusticefor
all we have an obligation to educate
ourselves about hate crimes and about
how they affect ourfamify, our.friends,
our: community and ourselves. We
should challenge ourselves to look at
diversity as a, souree of harmo,ry
rather than a source of conflict. Our
collective-goal is to help secure a community where no person lives in fear
or experience of racism, bias or bigotry. Clearfy and u,ifortunatefy, this
remains ll challenge to our society, but
hy bringing down this wall todt91 we
begin a new chapter on the NSU campus toward ending oppression and atcepting diversity.

Above: Their lines securely fastened to the wall,

students pull together as the hateful words begin to
tqpple. Right: Preparing to bring down tne wall of hate.
Below: .Students and onlookers walk among the rubble.
Bottom:_ The dust begins to settle as the words on the
first p9rt of the wall to be tbrn down lie broken among
the jumble of smashed cinder blocks.

